What is the Digital Collection of Rare Books?

This collection features digital versions of rare books held by University of Tokyo libraries. Materials can be searched and viewed through a single interface.

Fujikawa Bunko (Fujikawa Collection)
The Fujikawa Bunko features 171 digitized items from the collection of medical historian and literary scholar Fujikawa Yu (1865-1940), dating from the late Edo and Meiji period. The collection belongs to the Faculty of Education Library.

Early Christian manuscripts in Japan
“Guia do Pecador” is a manuscript copy in Japanese written in 1599 on Christian moral and spiritual training.
“Doctrina Christian” is a manuscript copy in Japanese explaining Christian moral and spiritual training, thought to have been written in 1591.

Japanese old books housed in the General Library collection (Experimental Displays)
From more than 1,000 Japanese old books that have been transferred to microfilm, 70 Japanese books designated as rare books have been experimentally converted into image files.

Edo-Period Haikai Poetry Collection (Experimental Displays)
The General Library, with its 4,678 haikai poetry collections dating from the Edo period (including books from the Shachiku, Chikurei and Chiju collections) is one of the foremost collections in Japan. Information and images covering some 30 items are being digitized on a trial basis.

Top Page
Each collection has both a title index and a category index.

Viewing Screen
View a page by entering its number.

http://rarebook.dl.itc.u-tokyo.ac.jp/gazo
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